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ABSTRACT

Owing to arithmetic speed’s influence of computer software, the accuracy and speed of numerical control system’s feed based on software interpolation are subject to certain restrictions. FPGA-based realization of four kinds of hardware circular interpolation algorithm in this paper, the hardware logic designed with verilog hardware description language, and the actual trajectory verified by ModelSim simulation and coordinate draw point; ARM+FGPA-based implementations of four circular interpolation algorithms do the verifications in two axes architecture automatic CNC machine tool. From the results, improved min-error interpolation has the best precision and efficiency among the four interpolations. So this interpolation algorithm has superior practical value on CNC machine tools and industrial robots.
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INTRODUCTION

Machine tool motion is achieved through interpolation in CNC systems, so interpolation algorithm [1-3] affects the processing speed and precision directly. Interpolation task is to calculate the coordinates of several intermediate points between the start and end of the part’s contour, making the coordinates of track are set by the interpolation curve. Since calculation’s time of each point directly affect the control speed of the CNC system, and the accuracy affect the final geometric precision [4-5]. So the interpolation algorithm is critical to performance of CNC system devices, it is seen as the core technology of CNC system devices.

There are high requirements for real-time motion control in modern high-speed CNC systems, although software interpolator has advantages, the software interpolation [6] affects by restriction of synchronous output. So the speed, accuracy, and efficiency of interpolator algorithm are difficult to meet the performance requirements of high-speed and real-time control. The way to solve this problem is to give full play to the respective advantages of software and hardware, the real-time demanding task implemented by specially designed hardware. Due to the design of FPGA is parallel, multi-threaded and online programming, and FPGA has the advantages of both high speed and low cost, while overcomes the shortage of dedicated processor’s inflexibility. Therefore, FPGA-based hardware interpolation [7] has a high practical value, and it is suitable for high efficiency and high precision of the workplace. Finally, the transmission of instructions, parameters between ARM [8] processor and FPGA [9] is through the parallel bus of FSMC, which meets the requirement of real-time better.

BY-POINT COMPARISON INTERPOLATION

By-Point comparison interpolation [10] is compare current coordinate value with theoretical trajectory to judge whether the point at the top or bottom (maybe inside or outside) of the given trajectory and determine the direction of the next step. If current point is at the bottom (inside) of Z-axis, then next step is to move to the top (outside) of the given trajectory; similarly, if current point is at the top (outside) of the given trajectory, then next step is to move to the bottom (inside) of the given trajectory. Thus, judge current position while move a step, determines next step and approaches the given trajectory until the end of interpolation.
We can summarize the relative position of the relationship between the arc and the target, as follows:

\[ x^2 + y^2 = r^2 \quad (1) \]

Then write the deviation judgment formula:

\[ F = x^2 + y^2 - r^2 \quad (2) \]

We can summarize out the relative position of the relationship between the arc and the target, as follows:

- When \( F < 0 \), the fixed point P is inside of the set arc;
- When \( F = 0 \), the fixed point P falls on the given arc;
- When \( F > 0 \), the fixed point P is outside of the set arc.

From Fig. 1, we can deduce that, when the deviation judgment formula of point P corresponding to is less than 0, then X axial feeds and the next point is \( (x_i, y_i + 1) \), the deviation judgment formula is recalculated as follow:

\[ F(x_{i+1}, y_{i+1}) = x^2 + (y + 1)^2 - r^2 = F(x_i, y_i) + 2y + 1 \quad (3) \]

When the deviation judgment formula of point P corresponding to is greater or equal to 0, then -Y axial feeds and the next point is \( (x_i + 1, y_i) \), the deviation judgment formula is recalculated as follow:

\[ F(x_{i+1}, y_{i+1}) = (x + 1)^2 + y^2 - r^2 = F(x_i, y_i) + 2x + 1 \quad (4) \]

Finally, the start point is on the circle, so we can give out the initial value of deviation judgment formula:

\[ F(x_0, y_0) = 0 \quad (5) \]

By-point comparison algorithm implemented on FPGA is relatively simple, and the required logic resource is not too much, but the algorithm outputs only signal axial pulse not both when feeding, so the processing efficiency can’t be higher.

**DDA INTERPOLATION**

Digital integral interpolation interpolation is also called mathematical differential analysis interpolation, referred to as DDA. After a unit time interval, each axis accumulates a value to a register and this value is related to current coordinate position. When the accumulator register is more than a set value which we called overflow, the corresponding axis output a pulse, the accumulator register subtracts the set value and the remainder is used for the next calculation. When calculate non-linear interpolation, DDA need to change the accumulated value by current coordinate position, which makes unavoidable rounding error.
From Fig. 2, assuming the arc radius is \( r \), so the equation of circle is \( x^2 + y^2 = r^2 \). Partial derivative obtained for \( x \), we can know:

\[
\frac{dy}{dx} = -\frac{x}{y} \quad (6)
\]

From the DDA interpolation, the interpolation formulas of both axes are as follows:

\[
x = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \Delta x = \sum_{i=1}^{m} v_x \cdot \Delta t = k \sum_{i=1}^{m} y_i \quad (7)
\]

\[
y = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \Delta y = \sum_{i=1}^{m} v_y \cdot \Delta t = -k \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i \quad (8)
\]

Lastly, we give out the initial value of accumulated overflow formula, because accumulated value is compared with the long axis and short axis, it’s always less than or equal to the long axis, there must be a certain lag. So the initial value of the register need loading value firstly. Here we take a preset number of half-loading interpolation for improving the speed and accuracy of the interpolation.

**MIN-ERROR INTERPOLATION**

Min-error interpolation [12] is that according the minimum deviation among A to N, B to N and C to N to do each feed. This interpolation is realized by comparing the distance of three points, so the realization of FPGA hardware interpolation algorithm needs a large amount of register variables, which makes waste of the logical resource when applying for more register variables.
on the arc, and also \( A(x_i + 1, y_i - 1) \), \( B(x_i, y_i - 1) \), \( C(x_i + 1, y_i) \). Arc equation is \( x^2 + y^2 = r^2 \). Then deviation judgment formula is:

\[
F_i = x_i^2 + y_i^2 - r^2 \quad (9)
\]

\[
n_1 = (x_i + 1)^2 + (y_i - 1)^2 - r^2 = F_i + 2x_i - 2y_i + 2 \quad (10)
\]

\[
n_2 = x_i^2 + (y_i - 1)^2 - r^2 = F_i - 2y_i + 1 \quad (11)
\]

\[
n_3 = (x_i + 1)^2 + y_i^2 - r^2 = F_i + 2x_i + 1 \quad (12)
\]

By comparing the distance of \( n_1, n_2 \) and \( n_3 \), we can know the feed direction:

① When \( n_1 \) is the smallest, the curve closed the point , so the feed direction feeds both and , the new deviation formula is:

\[
F_{i+1} = (x_i + 1)^2 + (y_i - 1)^2 - R^2 = F_i + 2x_i - 2y_i + 2 \quad (13)
\]

② When \( n_2 \) is the smallest, the curve closed the point , so the feed direction is , the new deviation formula is:

\[
F_{i+1} = x_i^2 + (y_i - 1)^2 - R^2 = F_i - 2y_i + 1 \quad (14)
\]

③ When \( n_3 \) is the smallest, the curve closed the point , so the feed direction is , the new deviation formula is:

\[
F_{i+1} = (x_i + 1)^2 + y_i^2 - R^2 = F_i + 2x_i + 1 \quad (15)
\]

Finally, the start point is on the circle, so we can give out the initial value of deviation judgment formula:

\[
F_0 = 0 \quad (16)
\]

Assuming the current point is at , According to the principle of min-error interpolation and distance of \( n_1, n_2 \) and \( n_3 \), we can get the next pulse feed direction. The output pulse can be made uniformly, quickly and efficiently, and the interpolation algorithm is easier to be realized. But this interpolation needs much logic elements.

**IMPROVED MIN-ERROR INTERPOLATION**

The controller in order to make it easier to get the min-error interpolation achieved, here we propose a new algorithm which can achieve the min-error algorithm without knowing three points. We select the –Y axis (when \(|k|>1\)) as the longer axis. Compare the deviation between the direction of longer axis and diagonal line, and the feed direction is same as the direction of smaller deviation. In this paper, we decide the direction through the coordinate of middle point
like point mid. This interpolation uses the less logic elements because of the less register variables. So this interpolation can be used well in the limited logic elements of FPGA.

As shown in Fig4, now the processing point is located in the slope |k|> 1, assuming the radius of circular arc is r, start point is \( A(x_0, y_0) \), and end point is \( B(x_e, y_e) \). Then deviation judgment formula is:

\[
F_i = x_i^2 + y_i^2 - r^2
\]  

Due to \( p_1(x_{p1}, y_{p1}) \), so it is satisfies with the formula \( x_{p1}^2 + y_{p1}^2 = r^2 \), which \( y_{p1} = y_i - 1 \). So we can know \( x_{p1}^2 = r^2 - y_{p1}^2 = r^2 - (y_i - 1)^2 = x_i^2 - F_i + 2y_i - 1 \).

Taking \( d_1 = x_{p1}^2 \) and \( d_2 = x_{mid}^2 = (x_i + \frac{1}{2})^2 \), then:

\[
d_1 - d_2 = 2y_i - x_i - \frac{5}{4} - F_i
\]  

Remove the denominator we can get formula:

\[
4(d_1 - d_2) = 8y_i - 4x_i - 5 - 4F_i
\]

We can know whether the shorter axis feeding by judged the symbol of \( d_1 - d_2 \):

① when \( d_1 - d_2 \geq 0 \), the curve is closed the point m, then the feed direction is \( \ldots \). New deviation judgment formula:

\[
F_{i+1} = x_{i+1}^2 + y_{i+1}^2 - r^2 = F_i + 2x - 2y + 2
\]

② when \( d_1 - d_2 < 0 \), the curve is closed the point n, then the shorter axis does nothing. New deviation judgment formula:

\[
F_{i+1} = x_{i+1}^2 + y_{i+1}^2 - r^2 = F_i - 2y + 1
\]

Finally, the start point is on the circle, so we can give out the initial value of deviation judgment formula:

\[
F(x_0, y_0) = 0
\]

Similarly, we can know the case of \(|k|<1\). The improved min-error interpolation is realized just by the coordinate of middle point and switch between longer axis and the other. This interpolation is less than min-error interpolation on register variables, so we can save more logic resource with this interpolation.

REALIZATIONS OF FOUR INTERPOLATION ALGORITHM WITH FPGA
This article uses the verilog language to achieve hardware interpolation algorithm, with ModelSim do the simulation
waveforms of a radius is 5 of 1/4 smooth round. Which coordinates the arc start point is (5, 0) and end point is (0, 5).

Fig. 6: Simulation waveform of DDA interpolation

Fig. 7: Simulation waveform of min-error interpolation

Fig. 8: Simulation waveform of improved min-error interpolation

Here are the generic signals in the simulation waveform: \texttt{clk} is the clock signal; \texttt{rst} is the reset signal; \texttt{Start\_X\_0}, \texttt{Start\_Z\_0}, \texttt{End\_X\_1} and \texttt{End\_Z\_1} represent the starting point and end point coordinates; \texttt{Syn} is a synchronization start signal; \texttt{X\_Pwm\_Out} and \texttt{Z\_Pwm\_Out} is the interpolation pulse output; \texttt{Busy} indicates when the interpolation is finish; \texttt{Val\_x} and \texttt{Val\_z} show the current coordinate values. In \textbf{Fig. 5}, the \texttt{Val\_f} represents the deviation judgment formula. In \textbf{Fig. 6}, \texttt{Sum\_X} and \texttt{Sum\_Z} represent two accumulator registers in DDA. In \textbf{Fig. 7}, \texttt{Val\_f}, \texttt{Val\_n\_1}, \texttt{Val\_n\_2} and \texttt{Val\_n\_3} represent the deviation judgment formula \texttt{F}, \texttt{n\_1}, \texttt{n\_2} and \texttt{n\_3}.

\textbf{THE ANALYSIS OF SPEED AND ACCURACY}

According to the actual pulse waveform of FPGA, we can get four kinds of interpolation trajectory, which are shown in \textbf{Fig. 9}:
Where the blue line represents the actual trajectory interpolation, red represents the ideal arc. The arrows indicate the direction of servo feed. The comparison of the four interpolations for processing the same circular arc is shown as table 1. Table 1 also lists the number of processing steps (inversely related to the number of steps and the processing speed), processing accuracy (error) and logic resource used, while the error can be obtained with the normalized values.

![Fig. 9: Four kinds of interpolation trajectory about arc](image)

According to the diagram of simulation and interpolation trajectories, we can learn that:

① by-point comparison interpolation, each feed direction only could be one of the axes, so the two feed axes can't be achieved simultaneously, the processing required 10 steps, and normalization of errors is 0.877, but the logic elements required are less.

② DDA, the initial value of accumulator register is set to a half of the major axis with semi-loaded method. X axis and Z axis can feed simultaneously, but the feed must under the condition of overflow of the accumulator register, the processing of this arc requires 8 steps, normalization of errors is 0.385, and the logic elements required are less than min-error interpolation.

③ min-error interpolation, determine the next pulse feed direction by error of each interpolation directly, the direction is the same as the closest point among the three points. X axis and Z axis can feed simultaneously and no need to wait the overflow of the accumulator register, so the processing efficiency would be higher. The processing of this arc requires 7 steps, normalization of errors is 0.385, but the logic elements required are more than other interpolations.

④ improved min-error interpolation, firstly, the longer axis is selected, and then judge the shorter one feeds or not after each interpolation, X axis and Z axis can feed simultaneously and no need to wait the overflow of the accumulator register, so the processing efficiency would be higher. The processing of this arc requires 7 steps, normalization of errors is 0.385, and the logic elements required are only 724 logic elements, which less than

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse and error</th>
<th>by-point comparison</th>
<th>DDA</th>
<th>Min-error</th>
<th>Improved min-error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse (unit : minimum step)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error (unit : minimum step)</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic elements</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>724</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: processing speed, error and logic resources of four kinds circular interpolation
FPGA-based hardware interpolator has achieved good results in the processing tests of efficiency and accuracy. And real-time of communication between ARM and FPGA by FSMC bus is good. Meanwhile, to the dedicated interpolation controller, the cost of this hardware interpolator can be well controlled. Fig.10 is the actual processing test of improved min-error interpolation.

**CONCLUSION**

ARM and FPGA-based hardware interpolator has a high real-time performance and a good cost advantage. To this interpolator realized by improved min-error interpolation, by-point comparison is worse in terms of speed and precision, and DDA is worse in terms of process’s speed despite of the same precision. The logic elements of improved min-error interpolation are less than min-error interpolation, so the proposed hardware interpolator is worthy of application and generalization.

By-point comparison interpolation is suitable for the general economical CNC systems, DDA can be used in low-end requirements which don’t need high processing efficiency because of its high process precision, while improved min-error interpolation is widely used in the high precision CNC systems and industrial robots.
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